A Glass of Cyprus

https://www.agrotourism.com.cy/glass-cyprus

Nicosia, Cyprus
As the last divided European capital, Nicosia is
a city that has managed to hold onto its
historical character and authenticity
throughout the years.
The tourism industry has been one of the
main economic resources for Cyprus, but
Nicosia- with its many villages, historical
buildings, museums and festivals- has always
attracted alternative and creative tourism.
The outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic has
shed light on the need for additional steps
towards the further development of the CCIs
in Nicosia, which should take the preservation
of the natural life of the city as their priority.
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A Glass of Cyprus
About

https://www.agrotourism.com.cy/glass-cyprus

"A Glass of Cyprus" provides tailor-made tours in wineries in the Nicosia region. It introduces visitors to the process of
wine-making and wine-tasting through tours in vineyards and communication with the winemakers. In addition, it
organizes a number of activities that form part of the Cypriot culture, such as cooking traditional food, olive picking
and cheese making.

How this city tour showcases accessibility
The tours are available to everyone who is interested in wine making, locals as well as foreign tourists, creating a multicultural experience for the
participants. In addition, there is a great emphasis on the involvement of youth by offering them the opportunity to become more aware of local
traditions.

How this city tour showcases entrepreneurship

The tours help increase the income of locals who can sell their wines and other local products to the visitors. In addition local markets and
traditional restaurants become part of alternative tourism, providing opportunities for new sustainable initiatives in the Nicosia region (and
mainly in rural areas).
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Peripherality

The tours mainly
take place in small
villages in the
Nicosia region,
avoiding the main
tourist attractions.

Sustainability
The tours include
the active
participation of
locals, improving
the local economy.
In addition, most
tours are
organised in small
groups, respecting
the destination's
nature.

Accessibility
The tours do not
target solely foreign
tourists; they also
target local visitors.
In addition, there is
a great emphasis
on helping younger
people become
more aware of local
traditions.

Digital tools

Storytelling

Entrepreneurship

All the tours are
advertised on
https://www.agrot
ourism.com.cy. "A
Glass of Cyprus"
makes great use of
their social media
accounts, sharing
all of their events
on their Facebook
page.

The participation of
locals is a critical part
of most tours and
local production
(cheese making and
olive picking) are
promoted through
the tours. The history
of the villages and
local traditions are
also part of the tours'
storytelling.

The tours provide
an income for locals
who can sell their
wines and other
local products to the
visitors. In addition
local markets and
traditional
restaurants become
part of alternative
tourism.
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